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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The TA-200 for welding is a sit-stand ergonomic stool that 
reduces muscular fatigue for long hours of standing work. It 
has a large seat, which is very comfortable and comes with 
a fireproof material in suede. It allows for better stability and 
security in welding environment.  

This sit/stand chair allows for a dynamic 
sitting posture enabling easy movement of the 
upper limbs and torso. Unlike a standard chair 
or stool on which weight is mainly distributed 
on the buttocks and intervertebral discs, the 
seat of the TA200 tilts to maintain an optimal 
spinal position.

ENVIRONMENTS & BENEFITS

 ( Welding
 ( Aerospace
 ( Industrial / Mining
 ( Transport
 ( Manufacturer / Production

 ( Alleviates lower limb and back muscle fatigue
 ( Allows rest periods during tasks requiring prolonged standing 
 ( Favors optimal pelvic tilting for reduced compression in the spinal 

and lumbar regions
 ( Fire-resistant material designed for welding MAGGIE LAMBERT

ERGONOMIST
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SPECIFICATIONS

SEAT
 ( High resilience Velva foam
 ( Dimensions 12,5”W x 12”D

MECHANISMS  ( Seat height and angle adjustment, 1 lever

SEAT HEIGHT ADJUSTMENTS  ( Non-Swivel Pneumatic Lift 270 mm (21,25’’-29,25’’)

BASE  ( Steel Base 21” x 16.5” (Non-Skid Tread)

WEIGHT  ( Shipping weight: 29 pounds

WARRANTY POLICY
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LIMITED LIFETIME GUARANTEE – ERGONOMIC PRODUCTS: Synetik design guarantees all their products against manufacturing defaults for a full ten (10) years following the date of 

purchase. The frames of the stools, the pneumatic cylinder and all fixed features of the stool are guaranteed for life. Any moving mechanical parts are covered for ten (10) years. This guar-

antee does not apply to products needing replacement due to normal wear and tear, due to negligence, obvious abuse, or any damage caused in transport or any use of the product not in 

conformity with the included instructions and hazard warnings.  Synetik design offers no other guarantee against wear other than the applications indicated within this document. Synetik 

design will not be held responsible at any time for any damages received, interests accrued, direct or indirect losses, incidental or consequential losses, repeated losses or damages. This 

guarantee applies only to regular use, meaning a standard eight (8) hour work day, and for use by an individual with a maximum weight of 350lbs.

COVERING  ( Suede / Welding Grade (Black)
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